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agree, so good. Unfortunately
my  research required me to
follow the trail in its entirety,
which has left me incapable of
further movement for the next
week.

Sir, you are familiar with 19th
century Hare and Hounds
activities (ah, shades of Tom
Brown before he came up to
Oxford!) and also with the
terrain of our county. Hills,
crops, remote distances, and
traces of flour with no end
ever in sight..... Unimpressed
by T-Total’s attempts to
exhaust the pack the week
before, today’s hares pulled
out all the stops.

Well yes, there was one
stop, for Planter’s Punch. By
the time I reached it - Sir, I
claim to have been in several
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minutes before Doug the Tub
and Ear Trumpet came in ( a
good day for the geriatrics of
the hash) - the pack had
already been out 130 minutes,
and they reached the drinks
along a mile of blacktop.
Mutinous murmurings..... The
rain had started , so all were
worn out and wet. Happily,
the remainder of the trail,
downhill, took barely 20
minutes, the rain eased off,
and the pub had a canopy for
the Circle.

The GM was apoplectic, and
coarse with it, no example to
Nangi that. (She had solved a
check, but carried on running
to find the next blob, pulling
everyone else behind her,
whereas the cunning hare had
put the first blob at the

entrance to an almost
imperceptible footpath.)

Golden Balls should have
had a down-down for giving
up far too soon at an early
check (after the trail had taken
the pack on a Cook’s Tour of
Hook Norton, was that
necessary?) But his Uncle
Gerry, standing in as RA,
gave him one anyway, for
believing that in Oxfordshire
the public footpaths are all
signposted. So our invaders
have at least learned
something.

There is no chance of my
ever remembering all 11 miles
of this trail. Yes, your
arithmetic is as ever excellent,
Sir; not a very fast pace. The
hare claims to have overheard
walkers protesting that the

LAST WEEK TWO HOURS,
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To The Vice-Chancellor,
Oxford University: Sir!

You instructed me to find
out whether the invasion from
Greater Surrey would have
academic consequences for
our ancient foundations.

I can report that a Nipple
Sucker is about to imbibe
learning from the generous
bosoms of a sister university:
she is to master Creative
Writing, which will qualify her
well for these reports..... I
found a Golden Balls, which
augurs auspiciously for the
scholarship of these invaders;
Melanion got a wife by using
golden balls, and this young
man has acquired a Growler,
which implies memories of
John Jarndyce. So far, you will

“runners” were slowing them
up...... One reason may be that
the pack included many of
those who had walked 14 miles
on the Friday, as part of Mrs
Robinson’s Thames Path
triumph.

Anyhow, the ensuing
celebrations soon had
everyone cheerful; a merry
session at the Pear Tree, then
lunch at the hares’ new home,
with all sorts of exciting food,
and someone had even
prepared Pimms. An extremely
good turn-out, given the
distance, and the appalling
weather back in Surrey;
naturally our weather here in
Oxfordshire was mild and
pleasant by comparison, but
they were not to know that.
Eskimo Nell was able to show

late arrivals - that ambulance,
for example! - how to re-join
the pack - which so
encouraged Sabrina she was
later seen front-running; and
Eskimo Nell also had the sense
to spare the Knitting Circle the
rigours of the main trail. As a
result her house was packed
with highly satisfied hashers -
perhaps 30? - and both hares
can hope that they will be
forgiven the many many miles
they had inflicted on our legs.

FRB
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1744 14-Sep Sabrina & FRB Weybridge

1745 21-Sep SBJ Tunbridge Wells

1746 28-Sep Stilton & Gloworm

1747 5-Oct Belcher

Run 1743

Date 07-Sep-08

Hare Lord Raleigh

Venue Reigate

On On Black Horse Flanchford R.

OS/SSA TQ251504  Old 5E89

P.Code RH2 9PU
Directions:

The Receding Hare-Line
Runs start at 11:00 sharp!

Note: website www.surreyh3.org for on-line details
Hare Raizor Info & Scribings to: onsec@surreyh3.org

Affix Stamp
 HereTo

A25 from Dorking 6 miles to Reigate, follow oneway in
righthand lane passing Red Cross pub and after 300 metres,
before pedestrian crossing, turn up right into civic car park.
Park adroitly. Overflow parking on road left 20 metres further
on

19-21 Sept   —  Treasure Hunt Weekend  Tunbridge Wells - see
Flyer and online-link (you’ll be lucky! - Teq).

02-06 Oct — Vineyard Hash Bergerac

17 Jan 2009 — Christmas Party in Canterbury

Vin(e) Yard:Chicken and Egg:
We cannot give a final price untill we know how many!
Soooo..... as close as we can (it WILL change):

Thursday to Monday: £240 per person (pp)
Friday to Monday: £186 pp
Price includes; Coach, 3/4 nights BandB INCLUDING 3
evening meals, Sat and Sun Lunch ...

DEPOSITS: Post £25 pp cheques to Lorraine at
Address Below... IMMEDIATELY  - or you don’t go

Icepyck Corner
Gibert is back at Redondo camping, we made an audio-log
(“whatever that is..” says IcePyck.) soon to be available at:

http://www.surreyh3.org/sh3onsec/pages/sh3_gilbert.php                                                                                                              

Gilbert was much cheered by everyone’s concern and well
wishes, and sends his thanks. He is insisting on having any
collection given to charity, so I intend to get something
physical and let him deal with the remainder, any ideas?

On On Teq

Treasure Hunt  Weekend Tunbridge Wells Sept.19-21
Its On!  Friday 19:30 Cocktails, wine at Blue Suit’s, then pub
crawl, curry.  Saturday 11:00 Treasure hunt, sightseeing,
etc., dinner at  Giuseppe’s, disco.  Sunday hash in Surrey
suburb Tunbridge Wells.  Contact SBJ JM Fran for Accomoda-
tion “scam”


